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Objective: To establish the discriminatory items of the clinical
examination of non-specific low back pain, important to
physiotherapists.
Design: A focus group and Delphi technique with UK
physiotherapists.
Subjects: A purposive sample of 30 physiotherapists attended a
focus group and completed 3 rounds of Delphi questionnaires.
Methods: Data were analysed using mixed qualitative and
quantitative approaches. A frequency content analysis identified commonly identified tests and questions, whilst the Delphi
consensus technique assumed consensus had been reached with
greater than 80% agreement on item inclusion or exclusion.
Results: The focus group established the structure of the clinical
examination with 15 domains of questioning or physical testing.
Three rounds of Delphi questionnaires established the important items of the clinical examination. The list of tests and
questions included items evaluating both the psychosocial and
biomedical status of the patient as well as questions screening
for red flags.
Conclusion: This is the first work to establish discriminatory
tests in the clinical examination of non-specific low back pain,
important to physiotherapists. The clinical examination will
subsequently be evaluated for item validity and data will
undergo cluster analysis. The items of this clinical examination
may provide evidence for the existence of homogenous subgroups within the heterogeneous non-specific low back pain
diagnosis.
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INTRODUCTION
Patients with non-specific low back pain (NSLBP) are commonly referred for assessment and treatment by a physiotherapist. Physiotherapists use a range of conservative treatments in
their management of back pain, ranging from massage and
mobilization to back schools and multidisciplinary group
programmes (1). Unfortunately, evidence supporting the use
# 2006 Taylor & Francis. ISSN 1650-1977
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of the majority of physiotherapeutic treatments is sometimes
contradictory (2). The authors of the most comprehensive
review of the evidence for conservative treatment yet performed
(2), agreed with previous authors (3, 4) on a major limitation in
the literature in this field, namely the heterogeneity of the
condition.
It has long been recognized that the group of patients referred
for conservative treatment with the diagnosis of NSLBP form
an extremely heterogeneous group and that prognosis and
optimal treatment methods vary immensely within this group
(4). It is considered that this heterogeneous group consists of
several smaller homogenous subsets, with each subset being
more likely to respond to a type of treatment unique to that
subset (4). Thus, with the recognition that particular conservative treatments may be more efficacious with certain subsets of
patients, than for the whole heterogeneous group of LBP
sufferers, there has been a strong international recommendation
to establish a method of classification that will distinguish one
subset from another (2).
Physiotherapists undertake an informal process of ‘‘diagnostic’’ classification during their clinical examination, involving
the use of signs and symptoms and pattern recognition models
of clinical reasoning (5), whilst several authors have developed
classification systems based on sub-classifying the patient with
NSLBP according to clinical history, pain presentation, movement dysfunction and psychosocial influences (6). These
classifications suffered from being designed based on the
judgement of small numbers of clinicians rather than on a
representative professional consensus. Recently, work has been
undertaken that incorporates elements of the McKenzie examination with other clinical tests, demonstrating some evidence
of criterion-related validity; however, more work is needed (7 
9).
The other commonly adopted method of classification
development is to use a statistical cluster analysis approach
(10, 11). Here the investigator typically conducts extensive
testing, obtains comprehensive data from subjects and then
enters the data into a statistical model that enables the
identification of clusters of signs and symptoms. These clusters
of features have the advantage of being developed using a
rigorous methodology, but may not necessarily portray clinically recognizable syndromes. This is the case particularly if the
tests and questions on which the statistical analysis is based do
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not possess adequate measurement validity. Thus, whilst the use
of a statistical approach has been shown to produce methodologically rigorous classification systems (12), the clusters
produced are only as valid as the particular examination
questions and tests used in the analysis.
One approach to addressing the limitations in validity of
some statistically derived clusters is to develop a consensus on
the important discriminatory clinical tests and questions that
should be entered into the statistical cluster model. Thus, by
using features of the examination derived by a professional
consensus, the output from a statistical cluster analysis should
consist of subgroups that have strong content and construct
validity and are recognizable to the majority of clinicians. This
study aimed to establish consensus, amongst UK Chartered
Physiotherapists, on the items of a lumbar clinical examination
that will subsequently be subject to statistical analysis for their
ability to sub-classify NSLBP.

it would be appropriate to discuss which areas of the clinical
examination were important in discriminating different ‘‘types’’ of
NSLBP. The initial discussion involved participants debating which
areas of the history and physical examination should be included in
the list.
Having discussed the areas, participants were asked to vote for the
suggested areas as being ‘‘useful’’, ‘‘important’’ or ‘‘very important’’ in
the discrimination of different types of NSLBP. The areas of the
examination voted as important or very important in the discrimination
of NSLBP can be seen in Tables I and II. Agreement was obtained on
the decision to exclude areas voted only as ‘‘useful’’ from the
examination list.
Stage 2: Delphi Questionnaire
The Delphi technique is used for canvassing opinion and structured
decision-making and consists of consecutive rounds of questionnaires
designed to achieve increasing consensus of opinion (14). The technique
has been used widely in the medical and nursing fields and has been
suggested for use when seeking national opinion and developing priority
issues (14). This iterative process allowed participants to suggest items to
be included in the examination list and then to view the common items
suggested by the group. Subsequent rounds allowed participants to vote
for the continued inclusion or exclusion of items in the knowledge of the
group’s opinion.

METHODS
The present study involved 2 stages; a focus group followed by 3 rounds
of Delphi consensus technique questionnaires. The study received a
favourable ethical decision from the South-East multi-centre research
ethics committee (MREC).
Stage 1: focus group
Focus groups are a form of group interview that capitalizes on
communication between research participants and are commonly used
to explore participant opinion and knowledge (13).
Participants
A purposive sampling approach was taken in the selection of participants for the focus group, as in order to best represent professional
consensus it was considered important to include the views of all
specialties of physiotherapist, thus ensuring theoretical representativeness. Each Clinical Interest Group (CIG) of the Chartered Society of
Physiotherapy was contacted and invited to send a representative to the
focus group. CIG represent a distinct field of physiotherapy clinical
practice that may be specific to a client group, a clinical area or a specific
treatment approach or modality.
Of the 37 contacted, 29 sent a representative to the focus group. The
remaining CIGs were contacted and the suitability of sending a
representative was discussed. The CIGs who felt it was unnecessary
to send representatives felt this was due to their clinical work not
bringing them into contact with patients with NSLBP. Participants
worked in a mix of work settings, including private practice, primary
care, secondary care and lecturers and research staff. In addition, user
involvement was achieved through a patient representative, contacted
via the BackCare charity patient network, participating in the focus
group. It was decided to limit the size of the sample to 30 participants,
as greater numbers may lead to difficulties co-ordinating discussions in
the focus group.

Participants
Focus group participants were asked to nominate a further 3 colleagues
from their CIG to join the Delphi process, to potentially expand the
sample size to 120, however only 4 nominations were received whilst 4 of
the original participants withdrew due to time commitments. Thus, the
sample size remained at 30.
Procedure
Round 1. In the first round of questionnaires, participants (n/30)
were provided feedback from the focus group and were asked to suggest
‘‘important’’ discriminatory questions and tests for each area of the
examination. Participants were asked to consider any evidence of
measurement validity for the tests they were suggesting. Suggestions
were collated and a content analysis (15) of the free text responses was
conducted independently by 2 of the research team. Commonly
suggested questions and tests were coded and a quantitative frequency
analysis was conducted. Agreement between the raters was excellent
(intra-class correlation coefficient for frequency count, ICC2,1 /0.99,
95% confidence interval (CI) 0.97 0.99); however, any disagreements in
coding were mediated by a third rater.

Procedure

Round 2. In the second round of questionnaires, the participants
were required to vote on whether the item should be included or
excluded from the examination list. Participants were asked to agree
or disagree on an item’s inclusion using a 5-point Likert-scaled
question, where 1 was ‘‘completely disagree’’ and 5 ‘‘completely
agree’’. There is no definitive level of agreement, with some authors
accepting consensus to have been reached with 50% agreement, whilst
others have chosen to use 80% (16). Prior to data analysis, it was
decided that an item would be included in the list if approximately
75% of participants agreed that it should be included. A margin of
variability of //  5% was agreed so that an item would be excluded
if less than 70% agreed on inclusion and included if 80% agreed on
inclusion. Items falling between these margins would be sent round
again for reconsideration.

The focus group participants (n/30) gave their written consent to
participate in the focus group and agreed that the group’s consensus
could be discussed beyond the group members. The focus group was
lead by a facilitator who was not on the research team and had no
vested interest in the study. Additionally, 2 observers took notes
during the discussions regarding participant interaction and the group
dynamics. After a session where participants and the research team
introduced themselves, ground rules for the discussions were set. The
use of ground rules encourages open debate and prevents animosity
and aggression influencing group discussions. The group decided that

Round 3. In the third round, participants were presented with
descriptive statistics (median scores) and percentage agreement for
inclusion for each item and were asked to rate the items again in light
of this knowledge. Following this round all items had either been
included or excluded and consensus on the features of the examination
list had been achieved. The results of the third round were fed back to
the participants and comments invited. A summary of the items included
after the completion of the final round can be seen in Table I and the
items that were excluded in Table II.
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Table I. The areas of the clinical examination and a summary of the items generated after the third round of the Delphi
History

Physical

Pain
. Mannequin/Body chart use
. Area of pain/Description
Symptoms other than pain
. Weakness/Altered sensation
Function
. Effects on work
. Effects on hobbies
. Effects on activities of daily living
Present history
. Diurnal patterns
. Status changing?/Investigations/Treatment
Previous history
. Previous treatment
. Expectations of treatment
Medical considerations
. ‘‘Red flags’’
Psychosocial considerations
. Attitudes/Beliefs
. Behaviours
. Compensation
. Diagnosis and treatment
. Emotional issues
. Family issues
. Work issues

Observation
. Postural assessment
. General observations
. Gait assessment
Physical function
. Demonstration of the functional movement that reproduces symptoms
Active movements
. Range and symptom production for Lumbar
spine and hips
. Assessment of centralization of pain* (7)
Passive movements
. Central pressure at each lumbar level
. Pressure on the sacrum at base and apex
Muscle assessment
. Ability to contract transversus abdominis$
. Ability to contract multifidus$ (24)
. Control of pelvis whilst moving legs
Neurological examination
. Myotomes
. Dermatomes
. Reflexes
. Sensation
. Straight leg raise test. Femoral nerve test% (25)
Pain behaviour signs
. Behavioural conflict/Exaggeration

*

Progressive retreat of referred pain towards the spinal midline in response to repeated movement testing.
Isometric contraction of the deep trunk musculature.
%
Neurogenic pain provocation tests.
$

RESULTS
Attrition rates and incidences of missing data were very low.
The first round questionnaire was completed by 29 (97%) of
participants, the second round 29 (97%) and the third round
28 (93%). The resultant patient examination list is structured
into 2 sections. The patient is initially interviewed with
attention being paid to symptomatology, present history,
previous history, medical screening questions and an assessment of the psychosocial influences on presentation. The
physical examination subsequently assesses the posture and
gait of the patient, the active and passive movements of the
lumbar spine, the co-ordination of muscle activity around the
lumbo-pelvis and neurological status. An assessment of the
patient’s behavioural responses during the examination is also
made.

DISCUSSION
The clinical tests and questions that were considered as
important discriminatory features by this group of physiotherapists will appear familiar to the majority of practitioners who
routinely examine patients with NSLBP. The process led to the
development of an examination that was structured into 2 parts;
the history and the physical examination.
The format of the examination and the items included in it,
are seen in a number of textbooks used at both undergraduate
and postgraduate levels (17). The clinical features can be

considered as typical examination features that should be
recognizable to most practitioners in the field. During the
Delphi process, a number of items, suggested in the first round
of questionnaires, were lost from the final list. Whilst, a little
surprisingly, aggravating and easing factors for pain were not
included in the examination, no items were voted out of the
history section of the examination.
A number of tests were voted out of the physical examination.
Tests such as the repeated movements (18) and combined
movement tests (19), whilst being taught on some undergraduate courses, are typically skills developed at a postgraduate level and thus may not have been considered as important
by participants who had no experience of their use. The same
could be said for the examination of trigger points and the
sacroiliac joint, although the precise reasons for why items were
included or excluded from the list is impossible to establish. It is
clear that the participants in this study included in the
examination list a wide range of tests and questions, likely to
represent elements of their training and personal experience of
examining patients with NSLBP in their own clinical settings.
The items in the list appear to allow the assessment of
biomedical, psychological and social influences on the patient’s
NSLBP and whilst producing a lengthy examination do not
require specialist, postgraduate training to perform. Whilst
participants were asked to consider the validity of the clinical
tests, a number of the tests included in the list have been shown
to possess poor inter-rater reliability and to have little discriminatory or prognostic ability. Participants were aware that
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Table II. Items removed from the examination list by the end of the third round of the Delphi
History

Physical

Pain
. No items voted off the list (aggravating and easing factors
not included in the initial rounds of the Delphi process)
Symptoms other than pain
. No items voted off the list
Function
. No items voted off the list
Present history
. No items voted off the list
Previous history
. No items voted off the list
Medical considerations
. No items voted off the list
Psychosocial considerations
. No items voted off the list

Observation
. No items voted off the list
Physical function
. Transfers
. Balance tests
. Demonstrations of activity of daily living
Active movements
. Repeated movements (26)*
. Combined movements$ (27)
. Movements of the thoracic spine
. Specific sacroiliac tests
. Passive physiological intervertebral movements% (28)
Passive movements
. Specific sacroiliac tests
. Palpation of nerves (25)
Muscle assessment
. Trigger point assessment§ (29)
. Assessment of muscle tone
Neurological examination
. Tone
. Co-ordination
. Autonomic assessment
Pain behaviour signs
. Waddell’s signs’ (30)

*Repeated flexion, extension, side bending or rotation and its effect on pain.
$
Expanded examination of active movements to explore three-dimensional combinations.
%
Passive examination of individual spinal motion segments to movement abnormality.
§
Assessment for tender points with muscle that refer pain on palpation.
’
Series of observations during the examination, identifying elements of ‘‘pain behaviour’’.

in the next phase of this study the inter-tester reliability of all
the items included in the examination list would be tested and
this may have lead the participants to be more inclusive in the
inclusion of potentially unreliable testing procedures.
Alternatively, it is possible that some participants were not
aware of the strength of evidence for the measurement validity
of some of the suggested tests, as some tests, with evidence for
their validity, such as some specific sacroiliac stress tests (20)
and centralization of leg pain with repeated movement testing
(21) were not included. Consequently, the items of the
examination list generated by this method differs from the
most recently derived examination, described by Petersen et al.
(9). These authors developed a classification system based on
the reported reliability and validity evidence for individual
clinical tests and have demonstrated the system’s reliability on
patients. It is possible that a compilation of features of the
current work and this work may lead to an optimal classification system.
Previously proposed classification systems have been developed using a consensus-based approach. Binkley et al. (22)
described a professional consensus on the classification of LBP,
derived from a Delphi procedure. However, the system aimed to
classify LBP based on the diagnostic labels suggested by a group
of physiotherapy experts and made no attempt to validate the
system. Only one system was developed from a consensus of a
multidisciplinary committee, informed by a systematic review of
the evidence. The Quebec Task Force (QTF) classification (23)
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incorporated multiple dimensions of the patient’s illness presentation and whilst making only rudimentary reference to
psychological and social influences did provide a system that
offered a basic framework for the classification of LBP.
However, the QTF classification did not aim to sub-classify
NSLBP and has been superseded by more recent developments
in the classification of LBP, such as the triaging process
recommended in many clinical guidelines. Thus, the present
study is the first to establish a consensus on the items of a
clinical examination that should be tested on patients and
subsequently analysed using cluster analysis modelling.
In conclusion, the present study establishes the items of the
clinical examination that are rated as important discriminatory
items in the clinical examination of NSLBP. The items are
simple questions and physical tests familiar to physiotherapists.
They are also likely to be familiar to other clinicians who
conduct detailed clinical examinations of patients with NSLBP.
The items are predominantly biomedical assessments, but
psychological, behavioural and social influences on the patient’s
presentation are included.
The study must be viewed in light of its limitations. Firstly,
development by consensus may have led to some apparent
anomalies in the items of this examination list. For example,
easing factors for pain were not included in the final examination. In addition, centralization of leg pain was included as an
important feature, however the repeated active movements,
needed to induce this change in pain response, were not
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included. The study also took a uni-professional approach, and
thus its findings may not be generalizable beyond physiotherapy; however, every effort was taken to ensure the widest range
of opinion amongst the participating physiotherapists was
sampled. It is envisaged that following the development of a
classification system, based on this work, subsequent research
will be multi-disciplinary. Finally, a further limitation is the
concern, expressed by some authors, that the Delphi technique’s
consensus approach may prevent elaboration of the issues (14).
However, attempts were made to reduce this limitation by
allowing space for free text responses throughout the rounds of
the Delphi.
This is the first study to establish the items of the clinical
examination that a diverse sample of the UK physiotherapy
profession agree should be included in an examination of
NSLBP. The validity of these items will subsequently be
evaluated in a multi-centre study being conducted across the
UK. In this follow-up work the validity of each item on the list
will be assessed for its measurement validity and contribute to
the steadily growing body of evidence within this field. For over
10 years the sub-classification of NSLBP has been recommended as a priority for future research. It is likely that the
establishment of a rigorously developed system that is valid,
feasible and generalizable will allow a critical evaluation of the
relative effectiveness of conservative treatments with the subgroups of patients most likely to benefit from them. Whilst the
development of such a system will be challenging, the need for
this advance in diagnostic practice is undoubted.
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